M/s

Sub:- Quotation for Tents and other items specification Details enclosed.

Dear Sir,

Sealed quotations are invited for the supply of material as per specification and terms & conditions given below:-

**TERMS & CONDITION**

1. We reserve the right to consider/reject the quotation without giving any reasons.
2. The supply of materials should be completed on or before 10.02.2020. After the date, penalty will be imposed, which will be decided by BSG, National Headquarters.
3. The quotation must be sent by E-MAIL to SUPPLY@BSGINdia.ORG or by hand on or before 29.01.2020. 5:PM
4. Quotation shall be addressed to DIRECTOR, The Bharat Scouts & Guides, and reach to the National Headquarters.

Thanking you,

Yours Sincerely,

(Raj Kumar Kaushik)

DIRECTOR
The details are as under:-

Item no.-1 Dormitory Tent – Qty-6
Tent size-50fts.x20fts.
Specifications
Tent made from double layers of canvas outer layer waterproof canvas in 450-650gsm and inner layer 220gsm in yellow colour
Completed with all accessories comprising of
3 chobes, 4 standing poles and 56 iron pegs and one hammer
Chobe length-12.5fts.
Pole length-9fts.

Item no.-2 Swiss Tent - Qty-1
Size-24FTS.X12FTS. or 28FTS.X 14FTS.
One tent contains veranda of 12/14FTS.X6/7FTS., one room 12/14FTS.X12/14FTS.
And one bathroom of size 12/14FTS.X6/7FTS.
Double fly tent fitted on iron frame of 1.25 inches OD in 18 Gauge.
Outer Fly – Single fold in 400 GSM waterproof heavy duty canvas.
Inner Fly – Double fold in 400GSM canvas with lining of 200GSM printing sheeting cloth
TENT IS COMPLETED WITH ALL ACCESSORIES

Item no.-3 Shamiyana Qty-6
Shamiyana size-15fts.x15fts.
Made from double layers of canvas
Outer canvas waterproof
Inner canvas having nice print in 200GSM
With frills all over circumferences

Item no.4 Kannat- Qty-4
Kanaat size 15fts.x6fts.
Made from double layers of canvas
Outer canvas waterproof
Inner canvas having nice print in 200GSM

Item no.5 Canvas Tarpaulins Qty-50
Canvas Tarpaulins in 550-570gsm
Cut size-14fts.x7fts.

Item no.6 Plastic tarpaulin Qty-6
size-15fts.x20fts
Plastic tarpaulin in 180GSM
Made from virgin grade polymers
Having good tensile strength with
Eyelets fixed at equal intervals

Item no.7 Qty-12
Curtains of size 15fts.x15fts. In any colour made from synthetic canvas
In good texture